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The book's subtitle How the car won our hearts and conquered our cities summarises the 
competing public and private interests that lie at the heart of Davison’s study. 
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"future archaeologists will surely find no more significant ruins than the 
highway flyovers and clover leafs, parking stations and drive-in shopping malls 
of a society whose most valued tool, and most valued status symbol, is the 
automobile."1 

In his award-winning book Car Wars (2004), Graeme Davison explores the complex and 
ineluctable relationship between the modern Australian city, its inhabitants and the motor car. He 
notes that, were our civilization suddenly to be destroyed
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With the arrival of the affordable family motorcar we entered into, Davison argues, a Faustian bargain: 

Car Wars is a rich and compelling study of a changing metropolis and the forces, political, cultural and social 
that shaped it. The automobile has defined the experience of most twentieth-century urban and rural dwellers 
in Australia; it has shaped our cities, linked them to the interior, spearheaded industrialization right through 
the automotive supply chain and provided amenity and pleasure to millions of people. 

In this third annual conference of Automotive Historians Australia we invite papers that consider the impact 
of the automobile on all aspects of urban life. While the quotations above point to the erosion of the public 
sphere by private convenience the automobile has nevertheless been one of the most potent objects of everyday 
Australian life and a pervasive symbol of our modern experience.

Conference themes include, but are not confined to:

The politics of urban planning 
Legislating for automobile use; public versus private transport; vested interests

Infrastructure
Road, bridges, freeways, parking, racing tracks, signage

Design
Automotive design for the city

Promotion
Advertising, car shows, maps, branding

New urban typologies
Garages, drive-in buildings, motels, shopping centres

Roadside amenities
RACV and other membership organisations

Culture
Art, photography, cinema

Abstracts of no more than 300 words should be submitted to the organising committee by Friday 18 May 2018.

Abstracts will be blind peer reviewed by at least two members of the Conference Academic Committee. Full 
papers (4500 words, including notes) will be double blind peer reviewed and those accepted for presentation at 
the conference will be published on the conference website. 

Work submitted for review and for publication in the conference proceedings should be original research that 
has not previously been published elsewhere, or work that has undergone substantial development from a 
prior publication. 

"By attempting to universalize individual mobility the car created congestion. By building 
freeways to bring communities closer together it often endangered the cohesion of the 
communities themselves. By feeding the desire for speed it caused death and injury."2




